ABSTRACT Using deep learning to maximize the benefits of a series of risks in the securities market was a very interesting and widely concerned problem. From the perspective of multi-source driving, we proposed a feature combination method based on prior knowledge and designed a deep hierarchical strategy model to solve this challenge. This model includes a pre-judging module, which implements trend judgment of the time series, and an operation module that performs the trading actions. For the pre-judging module, we designed a regression constraint Wasserstein generative adversarial network (WGAN) to complete the mission instead of the common discriminant methods in the past. As for the operation module, in order to make the machine learning more compatible with human learning characteristics and having the ability to control risks, we designed a network structure based on deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG), which is one of the reinforcement learning algorithms to decide continuous trading position. We used the Dow Jones Industrial Index and the Shanghai Stock Exchange Index to conduct training and testing. The results show that the proposed model has a good performance in terms of return on investment and robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, supervised learning and reinforcement learning have been applied to the research of stock quantitative investment [1] - [4] . This kind of deep learning technology is used to realize massive data analysis, which makes the quantitative investment gradually transition from CTA/alpha strategy to artificial intelligence [5] . On the one hand, based on stock price stochastic theory [6] and behavior-price relevance theory [7] , some researchers use supervised learning to fit the variability of stock prices [8] - [11] . Compared with the traditional statistical model, it solves the problem of poor fitting and robustness due to non-stationary, nonlinear and high noise of financial time series. On the other hand, some propose using reinforcement learning to mimic human cognitive processes and model behavior, then implement intelligent trading strategies. Bertoluzzo and Corazza [12] established a Q-learning model for automated financial transactions, showing good returns on three Italian stock data; Du et al. [13] proposed an adaptive recurrent reinforcement learning algorithm, which achieved a better trading strategy
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Joey Tianyi Zhou. than Q-Learning. Pendharkar and Cusatis [14] designed multiple types reinforcement learning agents and tested their performance at different trading frequencies. While artificial intelligence is making progress in quantitative investment, it also has many problems, mainly reflected in: 1) Excessive attention to model structure and algorithm leads to insufficient analysis of investment behavior factors;
2) Massive raw data is overly dependent on network feature extraction ability, and lack of application of prior knowledge of market;
3) Many strategy models lack risk-control for trading behavior, which makes trading operations vulnerable to systemic risks.
In view of above problems, this paper designs a deep hierarchical trading strategy model. First, based on investment behavior, market seasonality, traditional technical indicators, peripheral environment and timing analysis, a set of multi-source prior information is extracted as a marketdriven feature. Then, based on WGAN (Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Networks) [15] and time-series distribution characteristics of price, a regression constraint (RC)-WGAN network was constructed as a pre-judging module to predict the trend. Finally, we designed a risk control network based on Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [16] that is one of the reinforcement learning algorithms, and took it as an operational module to execute trading positions action.
II. PROPOSED METHOD A. MULTI-SOURCE FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction not only plays an important role in the field of computer vision [17] , [18] , but also in terms of quantitative investment [19] , [20] . The reasons for the stock market volatility can be roughly divided into three categories: financial time period, investment game theory and political environment.
In the past, most quantitative investment studies used historical prices and technical indicators, but they only reflected fluctuations caused by the financial time period, without taking into account the others. Therefore, in order to abstract the surface features and reduce the feature redundancy, this paper uses the multi-source features F = {P, B, Se, I, N} to characterize the market environment. Where P represents the timing prediction factor generated by the RC-WGAN network. B represents the behavioral factor, defined as (1) . In view of the fact that market game behavior is difficult to measure with indicators accurately, we use B l at different lengths of days l to form a sequence as the current volatility. For each B l , it includes two element. One is the ratio of V t that volume of t to its' average of period l, and the other is the ratio of PC t that closing index of t to its' average of period l. A plurality of l make up a time scale set L. Thus, a sequence of volatility features was formed, which indirectly reflecting the investment enthusiasm of the participants and the market capital balance.
Se defined as (2) denotes the market seasonal factors. Where u represents the length of the season, α represents the seasonal interval. It uses the intra-seasonal average to conduct a ring ratio to reflect the seasonal characteristics of the market.
I represents the traditional technical indicators, we use indicators of trend indicators I MACD (12, 26, 9) , stochastic I KDJ (9, 3, 3) and homeopathic I CCI (14) as the technical indicators of day t in the experiment. Because they have complementary technical advantages and are less relevant. Their parameters (e.g. (12, 26, 9) ) are empirical values in short and medium term trading. N represents the external factors calculated by (3). Normally, the promulgation of national policies will cause stock market turmoil, which is manifested by abnormal fluctuations in stock prices on the same day or the next day. For daylevel trading, although the abnormal situation of the this day cannot be judged in advance, it is possible to analyze the abnormality of previous day's non-trading time through the mutation of the opening index PO, thereby adjusting the follow-up strategy.
As a crucial part of the stock market trading strategy, the trend forecast has always been one of the topics of quantitative research. In order to infer the future trend, a large amount of research on historical data modeling has been done, which is established on the basis of the stock market data is typically time-series data. This paper designs a regression constraint (RC) mode for WGAN to generate the closing index PC t for the forecast day t. Use LSTM connects multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as the basic structure of RC-WGAN, since it has good performance on time-series data processing. The generator counterfeits the data of the subsequent time period PC T −D+1 , . . . . . . , PC T based on the real historical data Z = {PC 1 , PC 2 , . . . ., PC T −D }, and merge it into X fake =
T is the total length of the time series, and D is the length of the predicted days. The mission of the discriminator is to maximize the probability distribution of P r and P f corresponding to X real = {PC 1 , PC 2 , . . . , PC T −D , PC T D+1 , . . . , PC T } and X fake . The pre-judging module shown in Fig. 1.   FIGURE 1 . Pre-judging module. X real and Z are the input of the generator and discriminator. The output of generator X fake is also as the input of the discriminator.
Considering that we used the real data Z instead of the random noise as the input of the generator, the P r and P f were relatively close, which is unfavorable for training of the generator and discriminator. Therefore, two improvement measures are taken as:
1. The generator would be trained after the discriminator has been trained K times.
2. Add the regression loss L MSE defined in (4) to the generator'loss L G−MSE , shown as (5).
x real and x fake are random samples in the P r and P f distribution. And L G is the loss of the traditional WGANs' generator, λ 1 and λ 2 are the loss coefficients. Sample a batch {x
Normalization X real and z 5.
Generate the data by generator
end for 10.
Sample a batch
. end while According to the output of the generator, we can get the trend judgment P(t, D) on the day t by (6) .
Reinforcement learning is an algorithm that achieves the goal by interacting with the environment, that is, taking action A under state S to obtain reward R. And its goal is to find the optimal strategy π * for a Markov decision process which maximizes expected return when the agent acts according to it as (7). Where R is cumulative reward over a trajectory.
As one of the reinforcement learning algorithms, DDPG divides the task into two parts, the Actor is responsible for selecting actions A, and Critic is used to estimate actionvalue function Q (S, A). By definition [21] , Q (S, A) gives the expected return for starting in state S, taking action A, and then acting according to the same π forever after. It concurrently learns a deterministic policy and a Q-function by using each to improve the other. Stock trading position control can be seen as a Markov decision process. Generally, human beings will consider individual funds in addition to the market environment when they perform trading operations. For example, the investor will be more cautious if there has been a mistake at the beginning that led to a great loss, even the environment is getting better. On the other hand, if the initial operation is proper and the profits are sufficient, they will have greater tolerance to market risks and hold a more positive operating attitude.
Therefore, we will use F and the amount of funds M as the state S, expressed as S = {F, M}. The holding position as the action A. And the reward function ρ is designed as (8).
s t , a t is the state and action of day t. The r market , definition as in (9), is the reward for the comparison between the agent and the market. And the r agent , definition as in (10), is the reward for the agent's own income measurement. The proportional coefficient is η 1 and η 2 . Moreover the m agent and m market respectively represent the amount of funds for the agent and the market.
Considering that the result of RC-WGAN P is a high-level feature which has been processed, it can directly contribute to the strategies of taking action. Instead of putting it into the bottom of the network and being extracted with other primary features, we put it in the middle for the Actor. However, for Critic, it will take {P, B, Se, I, N, M} as the same level features and receive them from the first layer, in order to correctly estimate the Q(S, A). The Actor and Critic network structure is shown in Fig.2 . In order to improve the training speed and expand the exploration of agent, we use the following tricks: 1) Use the experience pool with capacity 110 5 when performing the experience replay, and continuously update data using a first-in-first-out approach. 2) Add Gaussian noise with a mean of 0.3 for the action A selected by Actor during the training. 3) In order to avoid overfitting, we randomly add noise to each dimension of F, and set the starting capital M(0) for the market and agent to satisfy the Gaussian distribution with a mean of 1. Since the Dow Jones Industrial Index has been on a unilateral upward trend for nearly a decade, the monotonous falling and shock range are difficult to select. In comparison, 50 days from January 25 to April 9 of 2018 and 100 days from March 9th to August 1st, 2018, were selected as the monotonous falling and shock interval of test set. Multi-source feature extraction is performed on the training and test set. Considering the length of the test set, we select a common short-term trading time scale L = {5, 10, 20}. As for the seasonal period parameters u and α, we apply the grid search method to a random forest classifier model using the fibonacci sequence which is based on our understanding of the stock market time period. The results show that the model is optimal when u = 55, α = 377 or u = 5, α = 55. Again, considering short-term operations, we finally chose u = 5, α = 55. So that the multiple features for one day F = {B S , B 1θ B 20 , Se (5, 55) , I macd , I kdj.k I kdj,d I kdj,j , I cci , N, P}. The Pearson correlation coefficient of the multi-source feature ( without P ) and the trend type ( rising or falling ) on the next day in SSE, so as the original feature, are shown in the FIGURE 3. It can be seen that the multi-source feature has higher values than the original features.
III. EXPERIMENTS

B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We use 3-layer LSTM and one layer fully-connected hidden layer for both of the generator and discriminator. The number of neurons for per layer is 100. What's more, we use a dropout with a probability of 0.8, select LeakyReLU as the activation function, and set training interval K = 5. In addition Z is standardized using Z-Score and then input into generator. Similarly, the discriminator also uses Z-Score to normalize the X fake and X real as inputs. Use trend dichotomy to judge prediction accuracy ACC as (11) .
where
For the monotonous interval, there is less difficult for trend judgment, so the model accuracy is relatively high. In a shock interval where the trend is not obvious, achieving higher accuracy becomes a very difficult task. In order to verify the accuracy of RC-WGAN in the oscillation range, we select the shock interval test set of DJI and SSE for testing. When T and D are combined differently, the ACC is shown in TABLE 1.
It can be seen that in the different combinations of T and D, RC-WGAN has higher prediction accuracy than other in most cases. A higher prediction accuracy appears when T = 10, D = 5.
Then in the operation module, we will use two agents for comparison experiments. One uses F and M as the environment state S called risk-control agent, and the other uses only F called regular agent. The position action A is in the range of [0, 1] . And at the beginning, the reward proportional coefficient η 1 : η 2 = 1:100, then η 1 is decremented by an attenuation factor of 0.01 after 10 epoch. During training, in order to achieve stable operation and avoid excessive attention to the extreme market conditions, we delete the day with a market index amplitude greater than 10% from the training set.
It can be seen in FIGURE 4 that when the agent using all the features of F, it can get a relatively high reward value on the SSE and DJI. Besides, the strategy adopted by agent is more dependent on behavioral factor B for SSE, whereas the DJI relies more on the traditional technical indicator feature I. The market seasonal factor Se has a great difference in the contribution of the SSE and DJI. The reason may be that the Rise-and-fall stopping system of the SSE, which limits the seasonal changes of market and makes its cyclical volatility less objective. Thus Se is not conducive to the formation of trading strategies in SSE. In addition, the impact of the external factors N on the SSE may be caused by the T+1 trading model of the SSE market. Some of the market feedback brought by the unexpected events on the day is delayed.
Compared with the Dow Jones market, it leads to a more dramatic change in N. Thus, the generation of the strategy is disturbed.
It can be seen in FIGURE 5 that the risk-control agent and the regular agent both have good performance in different intervals. But, the monotonous falling interval shows that the risk-control agent and the regular agent's strategic operation is significant differences. The former adopted a clear exit strategy, whereas the latter adopts an aggressive speculation strategy. It shows that the agent with risk-control can not only obtain higher income at various stages, but also has more objective and rational characteristics in transaction behavior.
The maximum drawdown is an important risk indicator that helps investors understand the fund's risk control capabilities and knows the biggest losses they may face. For hedge funds and quantitative strategy transactions, this indicator is more important than volatility. It is obvious from TABLE 2 that our model has a lower maximum drawdown value, which means it has a more acute market judgment and a better ability to avoid risks.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a deep hierarchical strategy model for multi-source driven quantitative investment, which has a pre-judging module and a operation module both trained by multi-source features, to help investors make position decisions. The extraction of multivariate features makes use of prior knowledge and analyses the market from multiple perspectives. The pre-judging module used regression constraint (RC)-WGAN can generate a more accurate trend prediction which contributes to the follow-up strategy. As for the operation module, we design a network based on deep reinforcement learning algorithms DDPG, and takes use of it to generate a continuous position operation strategy. The experiment results of different interval in the Shanghai Stock Exchange Index and the Dow Jones Industrial Average show that the our method performs well in terms of return on investment and robustness. Next, we will try to optimize the pre-judging to obtain a higher trend judgment accuracy which can improve the profitability of the operating module.
